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ABSTRACT

Introduction Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease with a complex aetiology involving multiple targets and pathways. With the continuous growth of the ageing population, the burden of AD is increasing year by year. However, there has not been new drug approved for over a decade. In addition, the efficacy of memantine and cholinesterase inhibitors is not satisfactory. As amyloid-β (Aβ) is regarded as the core pathological change and the trigger mechanism of AD, anti-Aβ therapy may be an effective therapy. In recent years, a lot of clinical trials have been carried out in this field, but the results have not been well summarised and analysed.

Methods and analysis In this study, we will study the effect of anti-Aβ antibodies versus placebo on the clinical efficacy, biomarkers, neuroimaging and safety in different stages of AD, as well as the factors that may affect the efficacy. Drugs that only target the existing Aβ are regarded as anti-Aβ antibodies. Following electronic databases will be searched from inception to April 2021: Medline-Ovid, EMBase-Ovid, Cochrane Central and clinical trial registration platform ClinicalTrials.gov. After identifying eligible studies through screening title, abstract and read full text of each retrieved literature, we will contact the correspondence authors for additional information and grey literatures. To get more reliable results, random effect model will be conducted for meta-analysis and analysis of subgroups or subsets. Funnel plot, Egger’s test and sensitivity analysis will be conducted to explore potential heterogeneity. Meta-regression will be conducted to identify the factors that may affect clinical efficacy. Evidence quality assessment and trial sequential analysis will be conducted to assess the quality of evidence and confirm the reliability of the results in this study.

Ethics and discussion This study does not require formal ethical approval. The findings will be submitted to a peer-review journal.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42020202370.

INTRODUCTION

With the continuous growth of the ageing population, the burden of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is increasing year by year.1 It was estimated that there were over 50 million people living with dementia globally in 2019, and this population will increase to 152 million by 2050.2 AD is estimated to cause a huge economic burden of US$2.54 trillion in 2030, and US$9.12 trillion in 2050.3 This heavy burden raises a serious challenge to the treatment of AD.

As a neurodegenerative disorder, AD is characterised by progressive cognitive impairment, especially in memory, and functional dysfunction. It has been more than 100 years since Alois Alzheimer reported the first patient with AD in 1906.4 However, the key factors that can prevent or even reverse disease progression through targeted intervention have not yet been confirmed.5 Scientists have proposed a variety of hypotheses for the pathogenesis and progression of AD, including hypotheses of two core pathological features: the formation of amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques6 and neurofibrillary tangles.7 Other neuropathological changes, such as neurotransmitter imbalance,8 blood–brain barrier disruption,9 neuroinflammation10 have also been proposed as possible pathogenesis hypotheses. Many risk factors which may lead to a higher risk of AD, like smoking, physical and mental exercise, have been identified through cohort studies.11 However, neither the drugs associated with the pathogenesis hypotheses nor the prevention of the risk factors can inhibit the progression of AD. So far, five drugs have been approved by the Food and Drug
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Strenghts and limitations of this study

► This systematic review and meta-analysis will determine the effect of antiamyloid-β drugs on Alzheimer’s disease by evaluating clinical efficacy, biomarkers, neuroimaging and safety.

► The Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation, meta-regression and trial sequential analysis will be performed in this study.

► One limitation of this study is that language bias may exists as we will only search electronic databases of literatures and clinical trials published in English which may lead to some missing studies published in other languages.
Administration for the treatment of AD: one N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptor antagonist (memantine) and four cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil, galantamine, rivastigmine and tacrine). Though they have been approved for AD treatment for decades, their benefit is unsatisfactory. Since 2003, no new drugs have ever been approved with exact benefit for AD. Hundreds of pharmacological agents have been put into basic and clinical studies, but none of them achieved success until now.

Aβ is considered as the core pathological feature of AD since it was identified in 1984. The diagnostic criteria of AD have been constantly changing, but Aβ is always one of the core criteria. Though some cases have suggested that neurofibrillary tangles of hyperphosphorylated tau may play a more important role in the progression of AD, Aβ is still recognised as the trigger mechanism. Thus, the number of anti-Aβ drugs and related studies is still the largest. Scientists have designed drugs targeting the different stages of Aβ metabolism and put them into basic research and clinical trials, including immunotherapies, antiaggregation agents, agents increasing clearance and anti-secretase agents. However, most of the previous clinical trials reported that anti-Aβ drugs could not improve cognitive function of AD patients significantly, while Aβ deposition was reduced. This result may indicate that anti-Aβ therapy is ineffective, but it may also be related to the insufficient sample size, the stage of AD, the treatment duration, the administration of the drug, the insufficient dosage.

Among all kinds of anti-Aβ drugs, antibodies targeting the existed Aβ is mostly studied. In this systematic review, drugs targeting the existed Aβ, which include Aβ monoclonal antibodies, metal protein-attenuating compounds, etc will be regarded as 'Aβ antibodies'. Previous systematic review has also summarised this field in this way. Since 2003, antibodies against Aβ have shown the potential to slow cognitive decline among patients with AD. Although the results of clinical trials in the following years mostly indicated that this direction might be hopeless, the report from Biogen and Eisai on the efficacy of aducanumab’s positive results in 2019 aroused people's confidence again. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis to summarise the clinical effect of this kind of therapy, reveal the key factors that may affect the efficacy, and provide possible directions for further clinical trials and clinical practice. Previous systematic reviews were either out of date and insufficient in included literature or biased from including clinical trials with different drug types. What’s more, none of them has conducted a meta-regression to analyse the possible key factors that may affect the results. A new, comprehensive and in-depth systematic review is necessary.

Objectives
We are conducting this systematic review and meta-analysis to determine the clinical efficacy on cognitive function, changes of biomarkers and neuroimaging, and safety of anti-Aβ antibodies versus placebo. Furthermore, we will also identify the potential key factors that may affect the efficacy by using meta-regression, and confirm the reliability of the results by using trial sequential analysis (TSA).

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Study guidelines and registration
This protocol for the systematic review and meta-analysis follows the guidelines of Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) protocol (PRISMA-P) statement. The systematic review and meta-analysis will be conducted following the Cochrane Handbook and reported following the PRISMA statement. We plan to conduct this study from April 2021 to December 2021. Amendments to PROSPERO registration information are listed as online supplemental table 1.

Search strategy
We will search the following electronic databases from inception to April 2021 for published literatures: Medline-Ovid, EMBase-Ovid and Cochrane Central. Additional studies will be searched through ClinicalTrials registration platform for missing studies and unpublished or ongoing clinical trials. We will also check the reference lists of each literature that enters the full text screening and each review article in this field. After data extraction, we will ask the corresponding authors of the included literatures for more grey literature to avoid potential missing. The search strategy for EMBase-Ovid is presented as table 1.

Eligibility criteria
Studies will be included in the systematic review and meta-analysis following the below criteria: (1) Patients: The patients enrolled in the original clinical trials should be diagnosed with AD according to a clearly reported diagnostic criteria. All stages of AD will be accepted as long as there are clear descriptions in the literatures. Demographic indicators, including gender, age, education level, combined medication and so on, are not restricted in this systematic review.

1. Intervention: The intervention in the experimental group should be Aβ antibodies, including Aβ monoclonal antibodies, that target Aβ but not any other pathological products of AD. Thus, drugs such as immunoglobulin will be excluded. There are no restrictions on the drug administration, treatment period and dosage.

2. Control: In each original study, the control group and the experimental group should have comparable baseline demographic characteristics. Subjects should receive placebo only, with the same administration way and frequency as experimental group. The placebo can be normal saline or other compounds, but must be described clearly.
3. Outcomes: The primary outcomes will be Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive section and Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of boxes to evaluate the clinical effect on cognitive function. Other scales on cognitive function including Mini-Mental State Examination will be regarded as secondary outcomes. Biomarkers changes (Aβ and tau in plasma or cerebrospinal fluid, etc), neuroimaging changes (standard uptake value ratio measured by positron emission tomography and brain volume measured by MRI, etc), safety indexes (adverse events, death and amyloid-related imaging abnormalities, etc) will also be included as secondary outcomes.

4. Study design: Only randomised controlled trials (RCTs) will be included. Non-RCTs, quasi-RCTs and any other types of studies will be excluded. Studies with ‘RCT’ in the title but not in practice will also be excluded after verification.

**Study selection**

Two independent reviewers (DL and YS) will screen the titles and abstracts of hit literatures from each electronic database after removing duplications with EndNote X9 software. They will exclude literatures that are obviously inconsistent with the established criteria individually. After that, they will read the full text of the existing literatures and further exclude those that do not meet the criteria according to the criteria. Any disagreement will be recorded with detailed reason as well. Details of the entire selection procedure will be presented as a PRISMA flow diagram (figure 1).

**Data extraction**

Two independent reviewers (DL and YS) will extract the required information and data individually with Microsoft Excel software. Required information includes demographic data, disease stage and treatment at baseline, diagnostic criteria and inclusion/exclusion criteria, primary and secondary outcome indicators, drugs used, usage and dosage, etc. Information about study design will also be recorded for the next step quality assessment. Result data will be recorded as mean±SD and group number for continuous variable, and group number with percentage for discrete variable. The above data will be verified by comparing the records of the two reviewers. All missing information and missing data will be obtained...
by email from the corresponding authors of the literatures when necessary. Detailed list of information and data to be extracted is presented as Table 2.

### Quality assessment

We will assess the methodological quality of eligible studies with risk of bias tool V.2 (RoB2), which is the revised Cochrane RoB tool for randomised trials. For this tool is still not available in the latest RevMan V.5.4.1 software, we will use the version based on Excel which is officially released by Cochrane Collaboration. What’s more, RoB2 tool presents only five domains of RoB while RoB tool presents seven domains. Thus, we will also provide the assessment conducted with RoB tool as supplementary material. We will assess the following aspects with the guidance of Cochrane Handbook: randomisation, allocation, blinding, data collection and statistical analysis, outcome reporting. For missing information, we will send email to the correspondence authors. In order to further verify the reliability of the information from original literatures, we will obtain their registration information from the clinical trial registration platform if available, and compare it with the information reported in the literature, and significant inconsistency will be considered to be ‘high RoB’. For those launched after September 2005 and not registered, any missing information will be considered to be ‘high RoB’.

### Qualitative and quantitative synthesis

#### Qualitative synthesis

First of all, we will make a summary table to present the characteristics of all the included studies, including the year of publication, demographic characteristics of their included subjects, clinical trial phase, study design, outcome indicators, etc. Then, we will describe and summarise the results and study designs of studies included in each outcome to make a general summary.

#### Quantitative synthesis

After that, we will conduct a quantitative analysis for each outcome. Outcomes with complete data will be quantitatively synthesised with RevMan V.5.4.1. For continuous variables, mean difference or standard mean difference will be calculated with 95% CI; for dichotomous variables, such as adverse event or death, we will calculate risk ratio or OR with 95% CI. We will calculate I² to test heterogeneity for each pooled result. Considering that I² can only reflect bias from pooled data, and methodological bias may be difficult to detect, we will apply random effect model for all comparisons to obtain more conservative and reliable results regardless of the value of I². Certainly, we will apply analysis of subgroups or subsets and meta-regression to identify potential factors that may lead to a huge heterogeneity, or a high value of I². For those pooled estimations with a I² value more than 90%, and the heterogeneity is unable to be explained with the results of analysis of subgroups or subsets or meta-regression, we will present forest plots without pooled estimation.

#### Analysis of subgroups or subsets

We will further analyse and explain the results with analysis of subgroups or subsets. Data from different phase of clinical trials (eg, phase I or phase II/III), different administration (eg, intravenous infusion or oral administration), different AD stages (mild, moderate or severe AD), etc, will be analysed separately.

#### Sensitivity analysis

After analysis of subgroups or subsets, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis by excluding studies one by one to observe whether the pooled estimations are stable or not. Significant changes may indicate significant heterogeneity among studies. Sometimes, such heterogeneity may exist among studies with different sample sizes.

### Table 2: Data and information extraction schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication information</td>
<td>Name of the first author and correspondence author, contact email, publish year, country, corporate sponsorship, percentage of authors from sponsoring company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Source, sample size, age, sex, height and weight or body mass index, education, human race, diagnose criteria, stage of disease, time since first symptom and since first diagnose, family history, inclusion and exclusion criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Drug name, administration, dosage and usage, frequency of the treatment and the total course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Choice of placebo, administration, dosage and usage, frequency of the treatment and the total course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Primary and secondary outcome measurements and each assessment time points, cognitive or biomarker endpoints, adverse events and the detailed information (eg, means with SD or counts with percentages).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Clinical trial phase, study duration, treatment and follow-up course, study sites, the application of randomisation and blinding, Description about statistical analysis, sample size calculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>Attendance rate, reasons for withdrawing, combined treatment of AD, no of antibody responders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
Assessment of publication bias

We will apply funnel plot to detect potential reporting bias while no less than 10 original studies are pooled in a meta-analysis.\textsuperscript{35} For continuous variables, we will also apply Egger’s test for funnel plot asymmetry. We will analyse the possible reason and give interpretation for possible publication bias.

Meta-regression

To identify potential factors that may affect the efficacy, we will perform a meta-regression. In this step, following factors will be selected: age, AD stage, APOE genotype, baseline MMSE score, the application of other therapeutic drugs, dosage and administration, etc. We will perform meta-regression using the ‘metafor’ and ‘meta’ package in R V.4.0.3.\textsuperscript{34} For missing values, we will contact the correspondence authors by email. If missing values are unavailable, we will remove regression factors or original studies with too many missing values. For those regression factors or original studies with less than 10% missing values, we will apply multiple imputation to deal with them with ‘mice’ package in R V.4.0.3.

Trial sequential analysis

TSA is a method to reduce the risk of false-positive by taking into account multiple statistical test correction.\textsuperscript{35-36} With this method, we will calculate the required sample size and information size for each outcome with TSA 0.9.5.10 Beta software. For continuous variables, we will use the observed SD, a mean difference of the observed SD/2, an alpha of 0.025 for primary outcomes, an alpha of 0.05 for secondary outcomes, and a beta of 0.10. For dichotomous variables, we will estimate the required information size based on the observed proportion of subjects with an event in the control group, a relative risk reduction of 0.25, an alpha of 0.05 for secondary outcomes and a beta of 0.10.

Evidence grade evaluation

We will apply GRADEpro V.3.6.0 software to evaluate the quality of each outcome’s evidence grade. Following the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) recommendation,\textsuperscript{37} as this systematic review only includes RCTs, we will conduct the GRADE assessment with below items: reasons to decrease quality of evidence including limitations in study design, inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, publication bias and reasons to increase quality of evidence including large effect, plausible confounding would change the effect, dose–response relationship. In the end, we will present a ‘Summary of Findings’ table to report the quality of each outcome’s evidence grade.

Ethics and dissemination

This study does not require formal ethical approval. The findings will be submitted for publication in a peer-review journal.

Patient and public involvement

As this is a protocol for our systematic review and meta-analysis, we will obtain public data from published literatures or from authors. Thus, patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our research.

DISCUSSION

This systematic review will comprehensively summarise and analyse the results of previous clinical trials on Aβ antibodies. The specific contents are as follows: Clinical efficacy, changes in biomarkers and neuroimaging, safety, factors that may affect the results of clinical trials and verify the reliability of the above results.

Previous systematic reviews have paid attention to this field. However, their studies are insufficient. Two network meta-analyses have compared different anti-Aβ immunotherapies, with 11\textsuperscript{22} and 13\textsuperscript{38} original articles included respectively. To our knowledge, they have both missed some original studies, such as some phase I clinical trials. This may lead to a biased result. Another meta-analysis included both phase I and phase II/III clinical trials. However, the authors merged data to perform meta-analysis regardless of the huge heterogeneity, and there was no necessary analysis or detailed discussion for the heterogeneity.\textsuperscript{39} A recent systematic review and meta-analysis focused on all kinds of Anti-Aβ agents. They included studies on mild-to-moderate AD and excluded phase I clinical trials as well. What’s more, they included studies on anti-secretase agents and immunoglobulin.\textsuperscript{23} Some included drugs, like immunoglobulin and tarenflurbil, may have therapeutic effects beyond regulating Aβ, which may lead to a biased result as well. Some important studies in this field\textsuperscript{35 40} were not included in their study, which may affect the reliability of their results. Hence, it is necessary to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis focusing on Aβ antibodies for AD treatment.

There are some limitations about this study. We will search databases and clinical trial registration platform in English only. Although the vast majority of previous clinical trials were registered on our retrieval platform, and we will contact the correspondence authors for more information, we may still miss some valuable studies.

From this systematic review and meta-analysis, it is anticipated that our findings will help scientists and drug developers conduct more Aβ-targeted clinical trials and identify the direction of drug development for AD in the future. In a word, we will provide evidence for further clinical practice and scientific studies.
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